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MAP 

Of the Presidio of La Limpia Concepción del Pasaje, dependent on the Gobernación of Nueva Vizcaya, situated 

at 25 degrees and 29 minutes of northern latitude and at 265º and 30’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife 

Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house and guardhouse 

B...Church 

C...Plaza 

D...Several springs 

E...Captain’s huerta 

F...Corrals for cattle 

 

Note 

All these constructions are made of adobes. 

Scale of one hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

Road to the sierra1 

Road from the Río de Nazas 

Road from El Alamo2 

Road from Cuencamé 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.i. 

 
1 I have placed the labels from each map in the following order, depending on the location of their initial letters: 
top-to-bottom and, when needed, left-to-right. 

2 Alamo, Durango, lies about twenty-five miles southwest of Cuencamé. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of Nuestra Señora de las Caldas de Guajoquilla, dependent on the Gobernación of Nueva 

Vizcaya and situated at 27 degrees and 50 minutes of northern latitude and at 261º and 30’ of longitude, with 

respect to the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house 

B...Patios 

C...Guardhouse 

D...Gunpowder storage 

E...Church 

F...Kitchens of the soldiers’ houses, which form the yard and have doors on the field  

G...Entrance to the second yard, formed likewise by the houses H3 

 

Note 

That all the works are made of adobes and their roofs of dirt. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

--------------------------------------------------------------/ 

PROFILE CUT ALONG THE LINE X-Z 

Scale, of the profile, of four hundred Paris feet4 

--------------------------------------------------------------/ 

RIO FLORIDO 

Road from Atotonilco 

Road from Chihuahua 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.k. 

 
3 Apparently, Urrutia neglected to include the label, “H,” on the map. 
4 This unit of length was roughly equivalent to 1.066 feet in the English system. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of Nuestra Señora del Pilar del Paso del Río del Norte, dependent on the Gobernación of 

Nuevo México and situated at 33 degrees and 6 minutes of northern latitude and at 261º and 40’ of longitude, 

counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Presidio, or Royal Houses, where there is only housing for the captain, including a small guardhouse 

B...Church and missionary house 

 

NOTES 

At the distance of a league along the northern way is the sierra called “de la otra banda” [“on the other side”] 

or “de los Órganos,” along whose edges [runs?] the great Río del Norte. And it is inhabited by the Apache 

Indians from the Natagés, Carlanes, and Faraones denominations. 

All the works of both the presidio and the settlement are of earth. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

Irrigation acequia taken from the Río Grande del Norte 

Road from the dam and from Nuevo México 

The Indians’ acequia 

Road from El Carrizal 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.n. 



MAP 

Of the Villa of Santa Fe, capital of the Kingdom of Nuevo México, situated according to my observation at 36 

degrees and 10 minutes of northern latitude and at 262º and 40’ of longitude, counted from the Isle of Tenerife. 

 

Explanation 

A...Church and convento of San Francisco 

B...Governor’s house 

C...Chapel of Nuestra Señora de la Luz 

D...Church of San Miguel 

E...Pueblo or barrio of Analco, which owes its origin to the Tracaltecas [Tlaxcaltecas] who accompanied the 

first Spaniards who entered for the conquest of this kingdom. 

 

Note 

To the west of the villa, about a league in distance, there is a range of very tall mountains that run from south 

to north with such extension that its limits are unknown even by the Comanches, who came from the north, 

always along the edge of the aforementioned sierra in all of their migration, which they say had been very long. 

All the works in this settlement are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

----------------------------------/ 

IRRIGATION ACEQUIA 

Road from the cañada 

SANTA FE RIVER 

Road from El Alamo 

Irrigation acequia 

Road from Galisteo5 

Road from Pecos 

Road from Pecos 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.m. 

 
5 Galisteo, New Mexico, is about twenty miles south of Santa Fe. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of San Felipe y Santiago de Janos, dependent on the Gobernación of Nueva Vizcaya, situated 

at 31 degress and 18 minutes of northern latitude and 258º and 24’ of longitude, with respect to the Tenerife 

Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Principal entrance, where the gatehouse is 

B...Patios 

C...Cemetery 

D...Church 

E...Captain’s house 

F...False door 

 

NOTE 

That all the works are made of adobes, and most of the yard is half ruined, with the exception of the church 

and captain’s house, which was rebuilt a short time ago. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

--------------------------------------------------------------/ 

PROFILE CUT ALONG THE LINE X-Z 

Scale of two hundred fifty Paris feet 

------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

Road from La Palotada6 

Road from Carretas7 

Irrigation acequia 

Janos River 

Road from San Buenaventura 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.l. 

 
6 Present-day La Palotada, Chihuahua, is about eight miles northwest of Janos. 
7 A Carretas, Chihuahua, lies about 50 miles southwest of Janos. Alternatively, the label may mean simply “cart 
road.” 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of Fronteras, dependent on the Gobernación of Sonora, situated at 31 degrees and 17 minutes 

of northern latitude and 255º and 24’ of longitude, from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house 

B...Guardhouse 

C...Church 

D...First plaza 

E...Second plaza 

F...Mill 

 

NOTE 

All these works are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

---------------------------------------------/ 

Road from Janos 

IRRIGATION ACEQUIAS 

Road from Cuquiárachi8 

Road from Cuquiárachi 

Road from Cuchuta9 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.f. 

 
8 Present-day Cuquiárachi, or Cuquiárachic, lies about seven miles west of Fronteras. 
9 Present-day Cuchuta is about six miles southeast of Fronteras. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of Terrenate, dependent on the Gobernación of Sonora and situated at 31 degrees and 35 

minutes of northern latitude and at 253º and 54’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house 

B...Guardhouse 

C...Houses of the soldiers and of some vecinos 

 

NOTE 

That this presidio does not have a church and all its works are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

Road from Fronteras 

Small Terrenate River 

Road from Tubac 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.g. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of San Ignacio de Tubac in the Province of Sonora, situated at 32 degrees and 3 minutes of 

northern latitude and at 252º and 24’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house 

B...Guardhouse 

C...Cemetery 

D...Church begun at the captain’s expense 

 

NOTE 

All the works of this presidio are made of Adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

---------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

Road from El Altar 

Road from Tumacácori 

Road from San Xavier del Bac 

Acequia for irrigation 

TUBAC RIVER 

Road from Sonoitac 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.h. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of Altar in the Province of Sonora, situated at 31 degrees and 2 minutes of northern latitude 

and at 250º and 39’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Guardhouse 

B...Captain’s house 

C...Church 

D...Plaza formed by the soldiers’ houses 

E...Houses that also belong to some soldiers and vecinos 

F...Patios of the captain’s house 

G...Cemetery 

 

All the works of this presidio are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

ROAD TO THE COAST OF THE SOUTHERN SEA 

Road from Tubutama 

ACEQUIA 

RIO DEL ALTAR 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.e. 



MAP 

Of the Villa of San Miguel de Horcasitas, residence of the governor of the Province of Sonora, situated at 29 

degrees and 44 minutes of northern latitude and 250º and 23’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Governor’s house 

B...Guardhouse 

C...Old chapel 

D...New church, begun 

E...Entrance to the plaza through the towers 

F...Entrance to the governor’s house 

G...Plaza 

 

NOTE 

All of these works are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas. 

Joseph de Urrutia. 

------------------------------------/ 

PROFILE CUT ALONG THE LINE 1-2. 

Scale of 350 Paris feet. 

-------------------------------------/ 

San Miguel River 

SAN MIGUEL ARROYO 

Road from Nacameri 

Road from Pitiquic 

Road from Buenavista 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.d. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of Buenavista, dependent on the jurisdiction of Sonora, situated at 28 degrees of northern 

latitude and at 257º of longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house 

B...Church, begun, where Mass is celebrated under a small shelter built on the front wall. 

C...Small huts where the soldiers live provisionally. Their houses will be constructed throughout the interior of 

the yard, as is seen in G, in which two are begun and elevated to the same height, which is 5 feet 

H...Principal entrance and D are some narrow openings in the fence to facilitate different sorties 

E...Guardhouse 

F...Huts of the Lower Pima Indians, natives of the pueblo 

 

NOTE 

The fence that forms the yard is made of adobes and elevated. It will serve as the exterior side of the soldiers’ 

habitations. 

Scale of two hundred Toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

-----------------------------------------/ 

YAQUI RIVER 

road from Cedros 

road from the Yaqui pueblos 

road from Cumuripa 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.c. 



MAP 

Of the Villa of Santiago de la Monclova, capital of the province of Nueva Extremadura, alias Coahuila, situated 

at 27 degrees and 36 minutes of northern latitude and at 250º and 10’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife 

Meridian, and where the governor resides with his company, which is complete at 35 positions, including a 

lieutenant and a sergeant. 

 

Explanation 

A...Principal plaza 

B...The pillory 

1...Guardhouse 

2...Governor’s house 

3...Parish. And the exterior line shows the foundation of the new church, which will be made of stone. 

 

NOTE 

That all these works are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

-----------------------------------------------------------------/ 

Road from Tlaxcala 

Irrigation acequia 

Coahuila River 

Road from Saltillo 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.o. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of Santa Rosa del Sacramento, dependent on the Gobernación of Coahuila and situated at the 

height of 28 degrees and 13 minutes of northern latitude and 268º and 49’ of longitude, counted from the 

Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

1...Captain’s house 

2...Guardhouse 

3...Old church 

4...Foundation of the new church 

5...Small gunpowder storage 

 

NOTE 

All the works in this presidio are made of adobes, except the foundation of the new church. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

Irrigation acequias 

Lake formed by several springs 

Road from the Laguna de Patos 

Road from La Villanueva 

Irrigation acequia 

Road from Coahuila 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.p. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of San Sabá, situated at 31 degrees and 38 minutes of northern latitude and at 273º and 27’ of 

longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. It is kept out of the jurisdiction of Coahuila and subject 

immediately to the Most Excellent Viceroy of that Kingdom. 

 

Explanation 

A...Principal gate 

B...Captain’s house, in which the chapel and the guardhouse are contained 

C...False gates 

D...Plaza that the troop’s lodgings or barracks form 

X and Z...Two parapets that were made to impede the enemy from entering along the length of the river in the 

space that it contains 

P...Tower that includes, on the lower floor, a battery of two cannons on the level of the field and three on the 

higher floor 

R...Embanked tower, with three useless cannons, both those of this tower and those of the former [i.e., P] 

Q...Ditch of one toesa in width and another in height, which they call a moat 

O...Small flank without a parapet 

Y...Corrals for the livestock and horse herd 

 

NOTE 

That all the works of this presidio are made of rubblework. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

-------------------------------------------------------/ 

PROFILE CUT ALONG THE LINE 1-2 

Profile scale of three hundred and fifty Paris feet 

----------------------------------------------------------/ 

Juan Lorenzo arroyo 

Road from the canyon 

San Sabá River 

Abuela arroyo 

Road from San Antonio 

Irrigation ditch 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.r. 



MAP 

Of the Villa and Presidio of San Antonio de Véjar, situated in the Province of Texas, at 29 degrees and 52 

minutes of northern latitude and 275º and 57’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Presidial house 

B...Captain’s house 

C...Guardhouse 

D...The villa’s plaza 

E...Royal Houses 

F...Church 

G...Mission of San Joseph 

 

NOTE 

All of these works are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

 

---------------------------------------------/ 

 

The mission’s acequia 

SAN ANTONIO DE VÉJAR RIVER 

Irrigation acequia 

Irrigation acequia 

Road from San Sabá 

Road from the Río Grande 

Road to the woods 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.t. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of Nuestra Señora del Pilar de los Adaes, capital of the Province of Los Tejas, situated at 32 

degrees and 15 minutes of northern latitude and at 285º and 52’ of longitude, with respect to the Tenerife 

Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

1...Governor’s house 

2...Church 

3...Guardhouse 

4...Small gunpowder storage 

5.. Mission church 

6...Missionaries’ house 

 

NOTE 

That all the works in this presidio are made of planks. 

Scale of seventy toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

--------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

PROFILE CUT ALONG THE LINE X-Z 

Scale of two hundred Paris feet 

Paris feet 

---------------------------------------------------------/ 

Road from the lake 

Road from Nachitois 

Road from Bayuco 

Road from Los Ais 

Road from El Baño 

Chacón arroyo 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.s. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of San Luis de las Amarillas, or of Orcoquizac, situated at the height of 30 degrees and 25 

minutes of northern latitude and at 285º and 52’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house 

B...Soldiers’ huts 

C...Ranchería of Gentiles 

D...Mission 

E...Mission church 

 

NOTE 

All these works are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

------------------------------------/ 

ROAD FROM LA BAHÍA 

LAKE THAT JOINS THE TRINIDAD RIVER 

Road from the Trinidad River 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.x. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of Bahía del Espíritu Santo, dependent on the Gobernación of Los Tejas, situated at 29 degrees 

and 39 minutes of northern latitude and 277º and 54’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house 

B...Church 

C...Small battery 

D...The soldiers’ houses 

E...Canoe to cross the river 

 

NOTE 

All these works are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

---------------------------------------------------/ 

Road from San Antonio de Béjar 

Road from the Río Grande 

Springs 

SAN ANTONIO DE VÉJAR RIVER 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.u. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of San Juan Bautista del Río Grande del Norte, dependent on the Province of Coahuila, situated 

at 28 degrees and 35 minutes of northern latitude and 272º and 5’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife 

Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house 

B...Entrance to the plaza 

C...Guardhouse 

D...Church 

E...Plaza formed by the soldiers’ houses 

F...Vecinos’ houses 

 

NOTE 

All these works are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

----------------------------------------------/ 

Lake formed by several springs 

Road from the Mission of San Juan 

Road from the Mission of San Bernardo 

Road from the agricultural fields 

Irrigation acequia 

Irrigation acequia 

Small stream 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.q. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio and City of Monterrey, capital of the Nuevo Reino de León, situated at 26 degrees, 4 minutes 

of northern latitude and 271º and 25’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Governor’s house 

B...Parish church 

C...Convento of San Francisco 

D...Small springs 

 

NOTE 

That part of the works of this city are made of rubblework and part are made of earth, as is shown.10 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

----------------------------------------------/ 

Road from Salinas11 

Stream formed by several springs 

Road from the pueblo of Guadalupe 

Irrigation acequias 

RIO DE MONTERREY 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.a. 

 
10 Apparently the color of the particular building on the map indicates the primary construction material. 
11 Salinas Victoria, Nuevo León, is about twenty miles north of Monterrey along Highway 1. 



MAP 

Of the Presidio of San Francisco Xavier de Valero in the Mesa del Tonati, Province of Nayarit, situated at 22 

degrees and 27 minutes of northern latitude and at 261º and 50’ of longitude, counted from the Tenerife 

Meridian. 

 

Explanation 

A...Captain’s house 

B...Guardhouse 

C...Soldiers’ houses 

D...Stone towers that do not [weaken?], as is noticed in the figure. 

E...Soldiers’ huts 

F...Church of the Mission of the Santísima Trinidad de la Mesa 

G...Cemetery 

H...Royal Houses for traveling Spaniards 

Y...Indians’ community house 

J...Huts of the Indians, or Chamacueros 

 

NOTE 

All of these works are made of adobes. 

Scale of two hundred toesas 

Joseph de Urrutia 

------------------------------------------------------------/ 

ROAD FROM GUAJOQUILLA 

SMALL ARROYO 

ROAD FROM GUADALAJARA 

 

British Library, Additional MS. 17662.b. 

 


